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We’re Marking a Major Milestone This Year!
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dedication, recognize 30 years of innovation and set the stage for what’s to

This one-of-a-kind conference, Historical Success, Embracing the Future,
will feature expert presentations, valuable networking opportunities and an exhibition hall.
Join us from March 29 to April 1 at the Saddlebrook Resort in Tampa, Florida as we memorialize
three decades of accomplishments our organization has achieved. Through great leadership
and member commitment, we have done remarkable work and have had a powerful impact
on the global card industry.
If you haven’t registered for this historic event yet or need more information, visit
ICMAEXPO.com.
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Shine a Spotlight on the Best of Your Work
| By Diane Webster-Sweeney

ICMA’s Élan Awards of Excellence celebrate the pinnacle of design and
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design, printing, complexity, technology, quality, innovation, uniqueness,
as well as awards for Unique Innovation, Personalization & Fulfillment Products and Best
Supplier/Vendor New Product and a People’s Choice award.
In response to the cresting metal card trend, a new subcategory for metal cards has been
added to the Best Secure Payment Card category. If you have manufactured a card that
showcases new and unique designs and/or capabilities but cannot display its branding due
to customer requests, you can identify it as a concept card and enter it into the appropriate
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revisions or inaccuracies contained
in the material published. For more
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covered in Card Manufacturing™,
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awards category this year.
The benefits of entering the Élan Awards of Excellence competition go far beyond winning
worldwide industry recognition for producing one of the best cards of the year. The contest
drives innovation, which generates competition in the industry and ultimately makes the
entire card industry better. The finalists also receive personalized awards, which are
presented annually at the ICMA EXPO Élan Awards of Excellence Dinner.
Enter this prestigious competition by March 6 and shine a spotlight on the best of your best work.
For more information, visit ICMA.com.
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THE SPOTLIGHT IS ON ICMA’S DIAMOND,
PLATINUM AND GOLD MEMBERS
These suppliers have committed to the highest
level of support to ICMA activities in 2020.
Platinum Level

Gold Level
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26 The Road to Contactless: A Market Ready

for Change

This CPI Card Group white paper discusses what is driving the contactless revolution, the opportunities for consumers, issuers and merchants
and considerations and key steps to implementing dual-interface cards,
an important transitional step on the road to contactless.
| By CPI Card Group
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industry standards

PERSONALIZATION CHANGES
IN FINANCIAL CARDS
David Tushie – Magellan Consulting, Inc.,
ICMA Standards and Technical Representative

Many years ago, at the dawn of

used successfully. The unusual

front of the card letting the back of the

machine-readable card personaliza-

characteristic of the use of metal in

card carry all the physical data elements

tion, standards were introduced to

these cards is not that it is different

required for successful transactions.

guarantee electronic transactions

but rather that it has had such a rapid

And, with EMV now a worldwide

could be processed accurately and

growth. Plastic card manufacturing

implementation, all of the logical data

globally. These standards controlled

processes, developed and perfected

elements must be encoded into the se-

the placement of the data on the card,

over years of commonality, needed

cure chip on the card by either contact

the format of the data and to a lesser

rapid adaption and changeover to

or contactless means.

degree the other non-transaction data

be viable.

required for security elements, issuer
identity, customer service and marketing promotions. As I have noted many
times, the card market tends to be
evolutionary where changes are
introduced slowly and rarely obsolete
legacy features. Looking at today’s
environment, the brands seem to
be more flexible in approving many
requests for new data placement on
the card as well as the materials of
construction of the card body itself.
It seems like just a few years ago common industry vernacular referred to
the “plastic card market.” However,
today millions of metal and metal
composite cards have been issued and

6

To make this all happen, the person-

The core personalization data on the

alization equipment must be flexible.

card remains the same but its place-

This flexibility must include the setup

ment and the technology used to

time required to configure the job and

personalize the card has had to adapt

the setup time required to convert it to

to changing requirements as well.

the layout required by the next person-

Reviewing several newly issued cards

alization job in the queue.

shows the account number (PAN) on
either the front or the back of the card.
This same flexibility was also true of
the cardholder’s name. It seemed that
each issuer had a different idea as to
the importance of a particular data
element. Marketing—striving for the
most effective data layout—has chosen
to highlight their “messaging” and print
it as a single word, or phrase, on the
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Some of the recent features in personalization flexibility were made
possible by the advent and integration
of Drop-on-Demand (DOD) printing
into the card personalization process.
Emboss data can be augmented with
printed data. Additionally, it’s now
possible to provide flat card personalization anywhere on the card. As
marketing requirements change, DOD

printing supports the change process

enhanced by color laser technology is

and executes these changes quickly by

one such area in secure card personal-

virtue of its high-speed print capability.

ization that is undergoing considerable

Further, as marketing generates new

development.

requirements for graphical images,
they can be integrated into the personalization process with minimal impact
on the workflow.

More changes are certain to come.
This industry will continue to innovate
with its card design and materials
of construction. Issuers continue to

These flexibility driven changes clearly

search for card features and function-

identify the fact that card personaliza-

ality that enhance their consuming

tion continues to evolve as card design

desire for “top of wallet” position in

and card body construction advances.

their cardholder’s wallets and purses.

Other technologies can be projected

Personalization will continue to adapt

to have increasing influence as this

as these innovations are implemented

evolution progresses. Laser engraving

and adopted.

About the Author: ICMA Standards
and Technical Representative David
Tushie has had a long and continuing
career in the card industry working for
international companies such as Datacard, UbiQ and NBS Technologies. He
has master’s degrees in engineering
and business, holds U.S. and international patents in measurement and card
issuance systems and has had several
years of involvement with the ANSI, INCITS and ISO standards process. ICMA
is represented at six ISO and ANSI
standards meetings through his standards role within the association.

ICMA.com
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Al Vrancart – ICMA Founder Emeritus and Industry Advisor

2019 CARD INDUSTRY
STATISTICS AND TRENDS
HIGHLIGHTS
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The global card industry manufactured 37.1 billion cards in
2019, which was 1% more than it manufactured in 2018. See
the map below for ICMA’s definition of the regional markets
in the global card industry.

Global Product Categories
Nearly 18.7 billion chip cards were manufactured across the
globe in 2019. These included memory, contact, contactless
and dual-interface cards, which represented 50% of the
total card unit volume. There were 18.5 billion traditional
cards manufactured, including magnetic stripe, bar-coded,
QR-coded and basic plain cards, which represented 50%
of the total unit volume. Globally, almost $16.6 billion USD
worth of smart cards were manufactured, representing 89%
of the global industry’s revenue. Traditional cards generated
nearly $2.1 billion USD in 2019, representing 11% of the
The Asia Pacific market continues to lead the industry in
growth and is currently the largest regional market, having
manufactured more than 16.3 billion cards in 2019. North

global industry’s revenue. A total of $18.65 billion USD
worth of cards were manufactured in 2019.

Regional Markets–Personalization and Fulﬁllment

America followed with 9.54 billion cards manufactured and
then Europe with 6 billion cards manufactured.

The global card industry personalized and fulfilled 30.8
billion cards in 2019, up 0.6% from 2018. Asia Pacific personalized and fulfilled the most, approximately 13.4 billion,
The global card industry manufactured $18.6 billion USD

cards driven by the SIM, financial and government/health

worth of cards in 2019, which was a 2.8% increase in revenue

card market segments. North America followed with almost

from the prior year. This can be attributed to growth in eight

7.5 billion cards driven by the gift, government/health and

of the 12 global vertical markets. Asia Pacific generated the

financial card market segments. Europe ranked third in this

most revenue, approximately $8.6 billion USD, as the region

category with 5.1 billion cards personalized and fulfilled in

continues to embrace mobile and card innovation and

2019 driven by the SIM, financial and government/health

technology. Europe came in second with $4.37 billion USD

card market segments. MEA ranked fourth due to its large

and North America was third with $3.21 billion USD. Latin

prepaid phone card unit volume. The region personalized

America and MEA rounded out the category.

and fulfilled 2.96 billion cards, with 2.1 billion of those cards
continued on page 10
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being prepaid phone cards. However, prepaid phone card
volume will decrease as the number of alternate payment
methods grows. Latin America personalized and fulfilled
1.84 billion cards in 2019.

Global Financial
The financial card market, which includes credit, debit,
prepaid and ATM cards, is the highest-profile card and
personalization and fulfillment segment in the world. It is
the largest segment with 5.59 billion cards manufactured
in 2019 for 15% of the global share. At $3.87 billion USD,
it is the third largest revenue market with 21% share of
the global dollar volume. There were 4.86 billion financial
cards that received personalization and fulfillment services,
valued at $2.22 billion USD, in 2019.
There are new innovations and technologies impacting the
future growth of the financial card segment. Card issuers
are increasing card expiration dates and the use of smartphone apps that support contactless card transactions is
growing along with other payment technologies that do
not support cards. Unit growth in this market segment will

In 2019, the global card industry’s personalization and fulfillment services totaled $8.39 billion USD, which was 2.7%
more than the prior year. Asia Pacific generated the most
personalization and fulfillment revenue at $2.78 billion USD,

subside while its revenue remains buoyant, particularly as
contactless and dual-interface cards continue to penetrate.
Financial cards will remain in the market for several years
to come.

which was 2.5% more than in 2018. This revenue growth

Global SIM

was driven by the SIM and financial card market segments.

Global SIM cards carry a chip that operates millions of

Asia Pacific’s personalization and fulfillment services are

mobile phones and devices. The global SIM card market had

valued lower per unit than North America’s and Europe’s

the second largest dollar volume in 2019 with $4.59 billion

due to overall lower pricing and indirect distribution, which

USD, representing 25% of the global dollar card market and

means the issuer provides fulfillment services and materials

ranked second in units with nearly 5.5 billion cards repre-

at the financial and retail branches and government offices

senting 15% of global units.

where customers pick up their cards. North America ranked
second in this category with $2.49 billion USD, up 6.7% from
the prior year. This growth was driven by centralized issuing
and direct distribution of higher valued personalization
and fulfillment services in financial, gift and retail and gas
issued cards. Europe’s personalization and fulfillment revenue totaled $2.02 billion USD, basically flat over 2018. The
European market is driven by centralized issuing and direct

Dollar revenue growth in this market has rapidly declined
as chip prices decrease. Card unit growth in this market
segment is driven by SIM-enabled devices and smartphones.
Slower consumer demand for frequent phone upgrades and
growth of embedded SIMs are a threat to this market. However, it currently has a significant unit and dollar market
value, which continue to make it an appealing segment.

distribution of higher valued personalization and fulfillment

Global Gift Cards

services in financial, government/health and retail and gas

Gift cards are usually traditional cards typically used for

issued cards.

“closed loop” branded retail transactions. Gift cards are the

The 2019 global card manufacturing industry is valued at

third largest global unit card market with 5.24 billion cards

$18.65 billion USD and the personalization and fulfillment

manufactured, up 7.1% over the prior year. Card manufac-

services market is valued at $8.4 billion USD. The $27 billion

turing dollar revenue was $447 million USD. Personalization

USD global card industry drives commerce, security and

and fulfillment services for these cards totaled $1.03 billion

technology while providing opportunities and employment

USD in 2019, up 12.3% over 2018.

for thousands of individuals around the world.
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The majority of cards are manufactured in the third quarter
for the Christmas season. Although the gift card market is
mature in North America and the United Kingdom, it continues to moderately grow in these regions while experiencing
robust growth in the rest of the world. Despite the introduction of digital gift cards, consumers prefer an impactful
physical plastic card for gift giving.

Global Prepaid Phone

Global Government/Health Care
This market segment has a diverse range of applications,
including government benefits, health care, national IDs,
drivers’ licenses and passport cards. The government/
health care card market is the fifth largest global unit market
with 4 billion cards, up 5.5% from 2018, and the largest
global dollar market at $4.84 billion USD, which is up 12.3%
over the prior year.

Global prepaid phone cards are generally thin plastic or

The market has been positively impacted with the trend

composite paper based and are used to enable or access

toward chip card credentials, the shift to e-documents and

mobile phones, payphones and the internet. In 2019, it was

innovative card technologies such as biometrics, govern-

the fourth largest global card unit market segment with 4.44

ment-imposed ID standards and security and fraud issues.

billion units. It had $225 million USD revenue for cards
manufactured while personalization and fulfillment revenue

Global Transportation

was $326 million USD. Since there are alternative applications

The global transportation “closed loop” card market segment

to enable prepaid phones, this market is rapidly declining.

is focused on ticketing for mass transit systems. There were
continued on page 12
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3.04 billion transportation cards manufactured and person-

driving the growth of this card market segment globally.

alized in 2019, up 6.5% over the prior year. It is the fourth

Global ID/Membership

largest dollar card market valued at $1.56 billion USD with
an additional $385 million USD for personalization and
fulfillment services. This market has increasingly grown, as
it continues to embrace smart contactless card ticketing.
Financial “open loop” branded cards, which are included

The ID and membership card market does not include
security documents issued by governments but is focused
on cards that are issued for associations, institutions and
clubs. There were 751 million cards manufactured in 2019.

in the financial market category, are now more frequently

Smartphone apps threaten the future growth of this market.

accepted by transit systems.

The information in this article was derived from my annual

Global Retail & Gas

reports on the trends, opportunities, growth and forecast

Global retail cards and gas cards are manufactured to
standards similar to financial cards. In 2019, there were 2.62
billion retail cards and gas cards manufactured for a revenue
of $1.3 billion USD and personalized and fulfilled for an
additional revenue of $985 million USD. It is the seventh
largest card unit market and personalization and fulfillment

in the global card manufacturing and personalization and
fulfillment markets. The reports provide a comprehensive
overview of 12 vertical market segments for both the card
and personalization and fulfillment sectors of the industry.
This article represents an overview of the 42-page card report and 37-page personalization and fulfillment report.

market. The U.S. market for gas cards will increase as it
continues with chip card conversion.

Global Bank Cards
In 2019, there were 1.92 billion cards manufactured for
a revenue of $241 million USD. Market growth is driven
by instant issuance, a demand from smaller single card
printers, as well as chip card growth.

Global Loyalty and Promotional

The 2019 Global Card Market and
Personalization/Fulfillment Reports
are now available in the member-only
section of ICMA.com. Members can
download the reports for free. Nonmembers can purchase the reports by
emailing info@icma.com.

The global loyalty and promotional market encompasses
numerous applications for frequent customers who receive
reward points and awards for their loyalty. In 2019, there
were 1.88 billion loyalty and promotional cards manufactured giving the market a ranking of ninth. This market
will continue to experience pressure from paper and digital

All of the data for these reports have been garnered from primary and
secondary research and statistical modeling. ICMA makes every effort
to ensure that the information presented is reasonably correct and
complete. ICMA does not guarantee the accuracy of any of the data
presented and cannot be held liable for the use of or reliance on the
information presented.

cards, as well as smartphone applications. However, this
market is growing in the Asia Pacific and MEA regions as
they embrace these card products.

Global Access Control
Access control cards provide access or entry into secure/
private areas, such as hotel rooms, gated entrances,
facilities and restricted areas. There were 1.76 billion cards
manufactured for a revenue of $880 million USD in 2019.
New technology and demand for increased security are

12
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About the Author: Al Vrancart is founder emeritus and industry
advisor of ICMA. With more than 40 years of business experience, Vrancart previously served as president/CEO of NBS and
Qualteq. His guidance and counsel has helped ICMA and other
industry associations implement growth initiatives effectively
and successfully. He is a frequent presenter/speaker at card
manufacturing industry events. He is particularly focused
on global and regional industry market statistics, metrics
and trends.

EXPO news

Stay on the leading-edge of card industry knowledge and develop strategic business relationships
by attending ICMA’s 2020 Card Manufacturing &
Personalization EXPO.
Card manufacturers, personalizers, suppliers and issuers
from around the world will convene from March 29-April 1,
2020 at the Saddlebrook Resort in Tampa, Florida.
You won’t want to miss this year’s special event, during
which we will celebrate ICMA’s 30th anniversary. The theme
for the 2020 EXPO is Historical Success, Embracing the
Future, which pays homage to ICMA’s past and sets the
stage for what’s to come.
ICMA has developed an exciting agenda that will feature
leading-edge educational sessions including the keynote
speech “Under New Management: Full Transparency, Less
Email, No Cubicles and Where the Future of Work is Headed”
by David Burkus.
Burkus, a best-selling author, sought after speaker and
associate professor of leadership and innovation at Oral
Roberts University, challenges many of the long-established
principles of management and leadership. Drawing on
decades of research, he has found that many of our
fundamental management practices are wrong and
misguided and can be downright counterproductive. His revolutionary insights may convince you
to leave behind decades-old management practices
and implement new ways to enhance productivity
and morale at your company. His presentation will

also offer evidence-based strategies and real-world examples to drive performance and build stronger teams.
As the industry’s only card production-focused event,
the EXPO provides attendees with global perspectives
on card industry trends, technological advances, growth
opportunities and methods to improve manufacturing and
personalization. ICMA’s educational sessions will address
both non-secure and secure topics. See the following pages
for the agenda to date.
The EXPO also offers attendees numerous opportunities,
including a golf outing and a Speed Networking session, to
network with industry thought leaders, colleagues and
current and prospective clients.
Companies with innovative cards, products and services that
will help guide the card industry into the future should enter
them into the Élan Awards of Excellence competition. ICMA
will honor the winners at the EXPO during a special dinner.
The EXPO will also feature a full exhibit hall. See the following “Meet the Exhibitors” pages to see who will have space
on the exhibition ﬂoor.
The award-winning Saddlebrook Resort is situated on 480
acres of rolling terrain surrounded by lagoons, cypress
trees and nine serene courtyards complete with
gardens, stone benches and stone paver walkways.
We look forward to celebrating 30 years of ICMA with
you at the 2020 EXPO!
To register or learn more, visit ICMAEXPO.com.
ICMA.com
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PROGRAM & SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
SUNDAY, MARCH 29

Advanced Technologies

Going Green

2:15-3:00pm

2:15-2:45pm

Quantum Computing
Impact on the Card
Industry

Marketing the Green
Movement in the
Card Industry

Jörg Fischer, Innovations,
Bundesdruckerei GmbH

Barry Mosteller, Director
of R&D, CPI Card Group

8:30am

Golf Outing
(Sign Up During Registration)

12:00-6:00pm

ICMA ACE-M Training Session

2:45-3:00pm

1:00-5:00pm

Exhibit Set-Up

Assessing the Environmental Impact in Card
Manufacturing

5:30-6:00pm 	
New Member Meet and Greet with
the ICMA Board and Staff
6:00-7:30pm

David Tushie, ICMA
Standards/Technical
Representative

Welcome Reception with Exhibitors

MONDAY, MARCH 30
8:00-8:45am	
Continental Breakfast in Exhibit Hall
8:45-9:15am

Opening Remarks
Jeff Barnhart, ICMA Founder and
Executive Director		

9:15-10:15am	
Keynote: Under New Management:
Full Transparency, Less Email, No
Cubicles and Where the Future of
Work is Headed
		David Burkus
10:15-11:00am

Networking Break in Exhibit Hall

Networking Break in Exhibit Hall

3:45-4:45pm

Marketing to Millennials and Gen Z

		
Adam Wahler, Creative Director,
A to A Studio Solutions Ltd.
		Jorge Ojeda, Creative Director,
American Banknote Corporation
6:00-8:00pm	
Networking Reception –
ICMA Beach Ball

TUESDAY, MARCH 31
8:00-9:00am

Continental Breakfast in Exhibit Hall

Printing and Equipment

Business Management

11:00-11:30am 		

11:00-12:15pm

Panel Session:

Digital Printing Market
Sales and Capabilities

Putting Your Company
Under New Management
(While Keeping the Same
Leadership)

9:00-10:00am	
The Future of the Card Industry:
What Will Transpire Over the Next
5-10 Years?

James E. Gargus, Indigo
Folding Carton Business
Development Manager, HP

David Burkus Workshop

		

11:30-12:15pm

		

The Smartification of
Card Manufacturing

10:00-10:15am
10:15-11:30am

Mühlbauer
12:30-1:30pm

14

3:00-3:45pm

10:15-11:30am
Lunch / Exhibits

Advanced Technologies

Going Green

1:30-2:15pm

1:30-2:15pm

The Evolution of
the Biometric Smart
Card Market

The Greening of the
Card Industry: A
Technical Perspective

Art Stewart, VP of Sales,
Americas, IDEX Biometrics

Luca Castellani, International
Area Manager,
Liveo Research

CARD MANUFACTURING | FEBRUARY 2020

Moderator: Keith Yeates, CEO, Bristol
ID Technologies
Break (Gather for Speed Networking)
Speed Networking with Exhibitors
	
Networking Activity (for Attendees Not
Involved in Speed Networking)

11:30am-12:45pm 	Lunch / Exhibits
12:00-6:00pm

ACE-P TRAINING

Card Innovation
1:00-1:45pm

1:00-1:45pm

5 Things to Know Before
Setting Out on Your Metal
Card Journey

It’s All About the Card...
and a Few Other Things

Scott Magnacca, President,
Linxx LLC

Megan Bogard, Design
Manager, CPI Card Group

7:00pm 	
Reception, Élan Awards of Excellence,

Card Innovation
1:45-2:30pm

		

Innovation for All
Customer Segments

How to Design Awesome
Packaging for Cards

		Black and White Casino Night

Ashwini Pandey,
G + D Mobile Security

Dane Whitehurst,
Creative Director,
Burgopak

1:45-2:30pm

2:30-3:00pm

Networking Break in Exhibit Hall

Dinner Celebrating 30 Years of ICMA,

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 1
8:30-9:30am 	Continental Breakfast & Final
Exhibit Session
9:30-10:30am 	
D igital Marketing 101 & Beyond

Panel Session: Innovation in Personalization

		
Dan Beldowicz, Director of Marketing
Services, CMA

3:00-4:00pm	
Innovation in Personalization

10:30-11:15am

 losing Session: Product Innovation
C
in the Global Card Industry

11:15am

Closing Remarks

12:00-6:00pm

ACE-A Training

1:00-4:00pm

ACE-M, ACE-P Exams

		
Moderator: David Tushie,
ICMA Standards & Technical
Representative
		
Panelists: Bill Strater, VP, Business
Development, Graph-Tech-USA
		Ryan Boudreau, Sr. Man., Electrical
Engineering, Entrust Datacard
		Jim Beatty, Director of Nashville
Perso, CPI Card Group

THURSDAY, APRIL 2
8:00am-12:00pm

ACE-A Exam

ICMA.com
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EXPO news

To help commemorate the 30-year history of our association in 2020, ICMA is seeking photos (like the ones above of scenes from past ICMA
EXPOS) to use at the 2020 ICMA EXPO.
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EXPO news

EXPO Showcase: Meet the Exhibitors
The following companies have secured a booth as of press time:

ACTIVATION LABEL GROUP LTD is recognized in the industry for providing quality label offerings and exceptional customer service. Whether your project is small or large, we are always a phone call away and will
continue to provide immediate response to your proof, sales quote, and product delivery requirements. Our
years of experience allow us to make
certain your issuing operations, automatic affixing equipment, markettele-marines, trade gothic lh extended bold
ing requests, adhesive requirements, and overall label functionality are part of the conversation. Whether an
Activation or Gift Card Label, Thermal Printable, Inkjet Printable, RFID Shielding, Cover Up, Braille, JUMBO Rolls,
or any other type of labels are needed for your project simply give us a call today! www.activationlabel.com

Barnes provides: EMV Personalization Validation Test Tools for dual interface cards, other form factors and
mobile payment applications; Payment Scheme Certification Test Tools for all global and national EMV payment schemes; 100% QC testing and Online Certification systems; CQM test tools and solutions for 100%
inline testing and CQM tests antenna tests; EMV Training courses and Consultancy; The world’s leading ISO
7811/CQM Mag-Stripe Analysers; The quickest most thorough Test Tools, excellent service and worldwide
technical support; P3 data preparation systems for issuance of cards and EMV tokens; Used in more than 110
countries by Bureaus, Issuers, Laboratories and Payment Schemes. www.barnestest.com

Advanced Card Systems is an industry supplier of high quality products and services including magnetic
stripe film, lamination plates & pads, chip bonding adhesives, card counting solutions, and personalization
equipment and supplies. www.AdvancedCardSystems.com

BG INGENIERIE proposes more than 90 machines developed and manufactured in France: Versatile equipment to produce, test and personalize your Smart Objects (cards, passports, SMD & eSIMs): Personalization:
module handler, card programming, SMD & eSIMs programming and laser. Card manufacturing: manual and
automatic glue tape lamination, milling, chip implanting, GSM-SIM punch, chip punch, fingerprint sensor
embedding… Personalization: module handler, card programming, SMD & eSIMs programming and
laser. Durability card and passport testing: CQM, ISO, ANSI, ICAO (bending, torsion, 3 wheels...) and specific.
Specific development: around cards, e-ID and passport (Lab laminator, vision inspection, RFID tester…),
YOURS…www.bginge.com

Ahlstrom-Munksjö is one of the world’s leading players in sustainable and innovative fiber solutions.
Our mission is to expand the role of fiber-based solutions for sustainable everyday life. As such we provide
Optilam, a new generation of release material. www.ahlstrom-munksjo.com

BioSmart Co., Ltd is a provider of card products such as Credit, Banking, Transportation and loyalty card since
1971. Biosmart expanded its product boundaries and is specialized in Metal and Premium PVC banking cards
for exclusive members and clients in private banks and clubs. www.metal-credit.com
Anomatic Corporation, the world leader in anodized aluminum and metallized packaging, showcases its
patent-pending AnoCARDS™ – the world’s first and only fully aluminum, anodized card. Derived from the
Earth’s third most abundant and infinitely recyclable element, AnoCARDS are impervious to wear and
will not fade, chip, peel or delaminate. Endlessly customizable, AnoCARDS can feature any hi-res imagery,
multiple surface finishes, textures and any logo or artwork. AnoCARDS are designed and manufactured
at the company’s HQ in New Albany, Ohio. www.anocards.com

Apollo Colours NA Inc. is an industry leader in high-quality screen and offset inks for the plastic card industry
for over 30 years. These inks include the latest technology in water-based pearls, metallic, special effects,
coatings and adhesives along with UV and solvent products. We offer in-house colour matching and technical
support for both offset and screen in our Markham, Canada facilities. Our experienced staff is here to provide
you with superior support and products with expedited turnaround times. For more information, please visit
us at www.apollocoloursna.ca

Atlantic Zeiser has the ideal solutions for EMV-based credit, debit and prepaid financial cards, leveraging
field-proven technology now fully approved by all major payment schemes. Utilizing high-speed drop-ondemand (DoD) inkjet imaging, Atlantic Zeiser systems produce cards that are up to 94% less expensive than
what other systems offer. Adding the PERSOMAIL would provide users a complete card production and mailing
solution. CARDLINE VERSA is still the most widely used system for producing gift cards and the CARDLINE
COLOR can create a fully personalized card with high quality 4-color graphics in a single pass at speeds up to
6,000 cards per hour. www.atlanticzeiser.com

Baoding Lucky Innovative Materials Co., Ltd. is a professional manufacturer and supplier of Lo-co and Hi-co
Magnetic Stripe; Black, Brown, Gold, Silver, Red, Green, Blue, as well as custom colors for plastic card, paper
and bankbook application. Accredited with ISO9001, 2008 Quality Assurance, and ISO Environmental Protection, Lucky is committed to meeting or exceeding industry quality standards, and with stocking warehouses
in China and the USA (New Jersey and California), Lucky can quickly meet customer’s delivery requirements.
Lucky and its global distributors will continually strive to provide our valued customers with quality products
and best in class service.
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Tianjin Boyuan New Materials Co., Ltd was established in 1997. We are the first high-tech company that
professionally engaged in card making materials research, development and industrialization in China.
“Innovative materials shift the future” is our slogan. Apart from our star product the HP Indigo Digital Press
Core Sheet, we will be showing at the ICMA EXPO 2020 products like our new Dura PET Overlay Film and IR
Blocking Film. Also we will be displaying other main products including our Digital media used on MGI, Konica
as well as Xerox digital printers, PVC/PC/PETF/PETG Coated Overlay, Colour PVC Core, Water Base Adhesives
and Primers. www.boyuanmaterials.com

Bürkle is the leader in manufacturing systems for the plastic card industry. Our systems are engineered and
manufactured in Germany for quality and reliability. The wide range of equipment includes the multi daylight
and single daylight Bürkle SMARTLAM – the industry standard for lamination; the Single Daylight Rotary Table
Lamination System CHKR 50/100, and other auxiliary equipment. Check out Bürkle’s high quality transport
cassettes designed for long life and smooth transfer through the Bürkle lamination system. Bürkle, a global
company – serving locally. www.burkleamerica.com

Cardel is a leading manufacturer to the card industry supplying best of class products to companies engaged
in Card Manufacturing and Card Personalization. Cardel has supplied customers globally for over 22 years and
continues to develop innovative, reliable products for clients. Cardel’s core product lines include: Lamination
Plates (Glossy, Silk, Matte, Security features, Etched and Engraved), Lamination Pads for laminators of all
sizes and all applications, Chip bonding adhesives, Hi-Bond range for PVC, PC, PET, Magnetic stripe on overlay
(Supplied in reels or sheets). Cardel has expanded its range of products to include decorative lamination films
(see our samples) and products for Card personalization Bureaus. New products in 2019 include specialist
adhesive for Metal card chip embedding, Card attaching labels (DatacCard, Kunnecke, Matica, NBS, Kern) and
Laser PIN printing solutions. www.cardel.co.uk
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Cardmatix was founded in 2002 to focus on the manufacturing of production and test equipment for the smart
card industry. Headquartered within its 4000 m2 R&D and manufacturing facility in Dongguan China with 100
employees. Cardmatix was named the national new high-tech enterprise in 2012. Direct sales offices are located in Hong Kong, San Jose, California. Cardmatix has developed a formidable reputation for innovation with
a growing portfolio of patents to improve the way GSM, EMV, and dual-interface cards are manufactured and
packaged. The Cardmatix DUET direct-bond method for making dual-interface cards is the first choice of card
manufacturers in China with over 80% of the dual interface cards made in China produced using our method.
Cardmatix is also well known for its expertise in card testing equipment. Supplying Visa and MasterCard
manufacturers all over the world with the equipment they need for certification. john.wu@cardmatix.com

Card Testing International (CTI) is the Visa accredited provider with the most ISO certified tests for Innovative
Card Products including metalized, biometric, interactive, and other cutting edge materials. Also Accredited to
ISO 17025, Amex Enabled and MC QCM (17025) Testing, and now serving the worlds card industry for over
25 years; the specialist at CTI are veterans in testing of financial, transport, and ID card testing services. CTI’s
lab focuses on technical testing/audit services of physical, electrical, and RFID attributes for Card Schemes,
Manufacturers, Bank Issuers and Government Bodies. With a primary focus of “Test Certification” and not
vending test or production equipment, CTI is world leader of fast, precise and cost effective card certification.
See us stand 205 or visit www.cardtest.com

Folienwerk Wolfen has been producing smart ecofilms for all kind of smart cards and security documents
since 1994. The company’s success is based on the fact that its team of engineers and employees all have
years of experience in research and development contributing their technical knowhow  in  the  manufacturing 
of films as PETG, rPETG, TritanTM, PEC, PC and PLA. This wealth of experience enables the company to
develop and produce individual customized films for most different exigencies. Folienwerk Wolfen’s films are
high value materials with optimum product parameters which are used in an increasing number of security
projects. www.smart-ecofilms.com

Gans Ink and Supply Company was founded by Bob Gans in 1950. Gans Ink is a family-owned American
business. We have a reputation for fast service, quality products, taking on difficult projects, and pioneering
specialty products and services. We carry a full line of conventional and UV inks for plastic substrates, UV
LED inks for plastic substrates, security inks, clean-up solvents and fountain solutions, conventional and
UV-compatible blankets, and even environmentally-friendly formulations. We also offer inkjet printing solutions,
a full line of inkjet media, printers, and tech support. “Longevity Through Integrity” www.gansink.com

Single Pass Card Personalization Systems for dual interface RFID Encoding, Magnetic Encoding, Affixiing,
Printing with every card being 100% verified. www.graphtech.us
Worldwide supplier of premium consumables. Canadian Manufacturer & Distributor of consumables for the
card industry. We carry supplies for most OEM equipment. Thermal transfer ribbon, card attachment labels,
indent, cleaning tape, tipping foil, scratch off hot stamping foil, scratch off labels, activation labels, overlay
d2t2, chip bonding tape. Contact Steve Alongi for personalized service - 519-791-4216 - steve.alongi@
caxtonmark.com. www.caxtonmark.com
HP Indigo – Cards Done Right. The HP Indigo 30000 with in-line corona treating and in-line priming provides
a solution for Solid Core, Split Core, Color Core, Dual Interface and Contactless applications: Up to 26 mil. With
reduced press set up time and a format size of 20.8”x 29.5”allowing for printing of CR80 cards 64 up, there
is no doubt that you will have the right press for the right job. Come visit us and learn more about how HP
Indigo can help you grow your business. www.hp.com
Covestro LLC is one of the leading producers of high-performance polymers in North America and is part of
the global Covestro business, which is among the world’s largest polymer companies. Business activities
are focused on the manufacture of high-tech polymer materials and the development of innovative solutions
for products used in many areas of daily life. One such activity is Secure Identification. Covestro’s highperformance polycarbonate films enable the incorporation of a wide range of security features in Identification
applications. Our differentiating product family of films are extremely difficult to counterfeit, highly durable,
and are currently used in over 30 Country’s documents. www.covestro.com

ESIM specialized in the fabrication of smart card production equipment. ESIM has 2 plants in Shanghai and
Zhongshan. ESIM provides all kinds of smart card inlay for more than ten years. We also accept customized
inlay production. ESIM has fully-equipped smart card production workshop, which responses rapidly by
emergencies. There’re sixteen experts who have abundant experience in technics and management of INLAY
production over ten years. ESIM’s quality control & management software in production process guarantee
the quality which greatly economize manpower and raw materials. Security work reaches peer-level of union
certification, meeting different requirements by domestic and overseas customers. www.esimtek.com

Exim proudly offers its Polycarbonate films with excellent durability, lamination and laser-engraving
performance to the Security Documents Market. The Exim portfolio includes transparent laserable layers,
co-extruded layers, white core layers and transparent non-laser overlay grades with anti-static options.
Established in 1988 as a part of Hitay Holdings, creator of the firsts in Turkey with its vision of innovativeness,
Exim has accomplished major successes domestically and internationally with its experience over 30 years.
Proceeding on its way with a new vision in 2013, Exim carries on its activities as a firm offering solutions with
an approach based on creating value. www.exim.com.tr

H.W. Sands has long been a trusted partner in the International Card Manufacturing Community. Our ink
and film products bring differentiation and uniqueness to your customer’s card designs. We specialize in
Clear Card applications with our trusted IR Blocking ink platform or one of 3M’s Clear Card films, both of
which we distribute and support globally. With the ability to color match to customer requirements and the
capability to develop new products from concept or idea, H.W. Sands is your industry partner. Visit us at the
ICMA EXPO - Booth #221

IAI industrial systems, part of HID Global, supplies systems to personalise and secure passports and ID cards
such as driving licenses, residence permits and national identity cards. IAI has been at the forefront of secure
document personalisation for many years, providing unique and advanced personalisation systems. Constantly seeking to improve our products by developing innovative new personalisation technologies and security
features. As a result of this experience and our extensive knowledge, IAI has gained an excellent reputation
for the design and supply of industrial production systems where laser and optics, inkjet printing, material
handling and precision mechanics play key roles. More than 30 countries in the world have chosen IAI as their
preferred partner to help them create documents with the most advanced security features. www.iai.nl/

Information Packaging is a custom card packaging manufacturer specializing in envelopes, sleeves, and
packaging options for cards of all kinds. We help you create unique, stunning new ways to deliver brand
messaging. We’re the world leader in RFID blocking packaging options. ArrmorShield® is our proprietary
alloy-based Tyvek® material, developed to provide a barrier to the RF signals necessary to communicate with
contactless cards. ArmorShield® sleeves provide an additional layer of protection against unauthorized access.
Exceptional quality. Consistently delivering on-time, on-budget, customer satisfaction for over 35 years. How
can we help you? Stop by Booth 225 at the ICMA Expo. www.infopkg.com

continued on page 20
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Meet the Exhibitors, continued from page 19

IAC has a manufacturing capacity of 1.5 million interactive cards per production line, per month and
potentially a higher monthly volume of “”Interactive Inlays. One of the most appealing attributes of IAC’s
Interactive Inlays is that changes to the production requirements or manufacturing processes of the partner
card manufacturer are negligible. No new equipment or materials are necessary for a card manufacturer to
successfully integrate an interactive inlay within a plastic/metal card. www.iacards.com

Pentacard® films offers card manufacturers a versatile, comprehensive portfolio of core and overlay options
for financial, ID, membership, gift, promotional, access, government, loyalty, retail, and special application
cards. The line includes solid core, split core, and foil sheets along with coated and uncoated overlay films
in the industry’s widest range of thicknesses available in rolls or sheets. Our global technical, service, and
innovation teams guide you to the right film and cost-effective solutions, whatever your needs, wherever you
need them. www.kpfilms.com

KURZ is the leading global manufacturer of stamping and security foils and supplies a wide range of products,
including standard and customized magnetic tape, signature panel, personalization and stamping foils,
holographic and enhanced optically variable devices (OVD’s). KURZ’s application technology, magnetic foils,
and holograms provide effective and attractive brand name protection, as well as increased security for
businesses everywhere. In addition to foils, KURZ offers a wide range of other products such as stamping
tools and machines. KURZ technologies are widely used for enhanced and luxury product decoration, primary
and secondary packaging, and security and functional technologies. www.kurzusa.com

SABIC Functional Forms LEXAN™ SD film portfolio specially designed for electronic ID cards, government,
military and police ID cards, passport data pages, green cards, border crossing cards and driver’s licenses.
LEXAN Secure ID film portfolio includes a clear lasermarkable layer, co-extruded layers, a bright white core
layer, flexible coated overlays and a clear overlay grades for the cover or intermediate layers. These films
deliver tight gauge tolerances to simplify manufacturing of cards within mandated thickness parameters providing our customers significantly higher productivity. Thanks to the low and controlled shrinkage of LEXAN
films, Smart card, passport and ID card manufacturers can use heat and pressure to join all layers together to
form a card that cannot be pulled apart, preventing risk for disassembly, helping not only to extend the card’s
service life but also better protect security features inside it. They also provide high performance, exceptional
durability and resistance to abrasive cleaning agents and to the chemicals found in sun creams, cosmetics,
oils, greases and fuels. www.sabic.com/sfs

Since 1953 Liveo has been a global supplier of films: white, clear and coloured for high end cards. - EMV/
DUAL Interface; - DISPLAY, BIOMETRIC; - DEGRADABLE and RECYCLED; - BACTERIA resistance; - FOOD
CONTACT applications; - FULL FACE METALLIC; - SPECIAL Laser engraving effect (white, glitter, etc.) - LONG
LIFE ID/DL/e-governments; - DIGITAL printed Liveo Research has a strong market positioning due to its
competitive advantages: - recognized product quality leadership; - tailor made products fulfilling every
customer need; - flexible and lean organization for a quickly adaptable production process; - efficient
production with best-in-class calendaring yield; - proactive client relationship management

Mathias Die Company, located in South St. Paul, MN, continues to be an industry leading tooling and converting
solutions provider after nearly 50 years. Mathias Die provides engineered and designed tooling solutions for
gift, financial and secure card applications. Our full spectrum of card tooling ranks among the best available
and can be designed for use in all card punching systems. In addition, our exceptional Tool Makers provide
sharpening and repair services for all card manufacturers tools. www.mathias-die.com

Matica is a fast-growing and innovative global company with a strong international network. Matica develops,
manufactures and markets solutions to issue ID cards, financial cards and passports for secure ID and
payments applications. The company offers a comprehensive hardware and software product portfolio, from
desktop systems –including ID card printers, desktop laser engraving systems and passport printers– to
central issuance solutions for high volume applications, including mailing systems. The Group is worldwide
represented with offices in Germany, Italy, France, Singapore, China, the US, the UAE, and India. For further
information, visit our website under www.maticacorp.com.
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With around 3,500 employees, technology centers in Germany, Malaysia, Slovakia, the U.S.A. and Serbia, and
35 sales and service locations worldwide, Mühlbauer created a strong competence network around the globe.
Since 1992, Mühlbauer’s US-American facility in Newport News, VA, has served as a base for the company’s
North American business activities. In early 2018, the site was expanded by a brand new Industry 4.0 enabled
Smart Factory Competence Center, which offers a one-of-a-kind exhibition space for the latest technological
innovations in the fields of production & personalization solutions for Semiconductors, RFID Inlays, Smart Card
& ePassports and Vision technologies www.muhlbauer.com

Oasys is a leading manufacturer of innovative plastic card and secure ID document production machinery
providing equipment for the ‘Primary’ stages of: tapelaying, collation, lamination, punching, guillotining
and testing. In recent years new models have been launched to extend the range of collation and punching
machines with a focus on compact footprints. The Oasys machinery range caters for low-volume, minimuminvestment startup activities through to high-speed fully automated production lines. Oasys machines
incorporate the latest in technology, are UK built to match the needs of modern production techniques, and
are fully supported, by a first-class team through Europe, USA and Asia. www.oasys.uk.com

OpSec is a global leader in securing, protecting and enhancing our customers’ brands, service and revenue.
Our Transaction Security Hologram business serves major payment brands including Visa, American Express,
Diners Club, Discover, and MasterCard. With multiple approved manufacturing locations, OpSec provides
unparalleled quality, lead times, service, and support. OpSec is also a leading integrator of solutions to
governments for ID documents such as driver licenses and passports. We now support a variety of applications
including holograms for polycarbonate documents. Contact us to learn more at info@opsecsecurity.com.
www.opsecsecurity.com

Otto Kuennecke builds intelligent machine and software solutions for secure personalization, verification,
grouping, packaging and mailing of high secure documents like passports, ID- and bank cards, PIN’s,
etc. More than 40 ID projects were successfully installed for banks, governmental institutions and service
bureaus. Otto Kuennecke has long-term experiences in developing and constructing mailing systems as well
as special machinery for the card industry. The product portfolio ranges from data-driven sheet-collating and
punching systems to a fully automated card factory with selective functions. Software and digital solutions
are developed in-house. Otto Kuennecke looks back on more than 80 years of experience and success.
www.kuennecke.com

We are an OEM supplier and have been supplying the following products to the industry for the past 51 years:
ID/passport/driver’s license scanners, color card printers, NFC read/writers, magnetic stripe reader/writers,
smart Card reader/writers, Card & Ticket Dispensers, RFID/contactless reader/writers, document image
scanners that decode OMR-OCR-BCR, with printing options and document scanning software. pdiscan.com

Pittsburgh Embossing Services (PES) has been in business for over 30 years and is considered the leading
global expert in refurbishment and support services for Datacard card personalization equipment. PES offers
refurbished Datacard systems (MX6100, MX6000, 9000 etc.), individual modules, security consulting, service,
training and EMV Software. PES has developed an extensive parts program to provide a new PES brand of
parts for the Datacard MX6100 / 9000 systems. These PES parts will allow the Datacard MX6100 / 9000
systems to remain well maintained. PES is also a USA dealer for Matica Technologies new card personalization
equipment and services. www.PittsburghEmbossing.com

Precision Finishing Systems is the premier provider of equipment for all your card affixing, package assembly
and packaging needs. Whether your application is simple card on carrier affixing or more complex products
requiring magnetic encoding, personalization, data gathering/reporting and full packing of your products PFS
is the answer. Our approach is simple. We roll up our sleeves and collaborate with you to build and implement
what you need to get the job done right and on-time for you and your customers. If you’ve got a challenge,
we’ve got a fresh set of eyes. It all starts with you. www.precisionfsinc.com

Q-Card Company is one of the most trusted names in the payments and ID market. Our broad range of
expertise in EMV chip, contactless, NFC for mobile and magstripe cards, readers, and product development
ensure your products and systems are reliable. Q-Card products include EMV test tools and hardware;
magstripe analyzers; CQM tools such as dynamic bend and torsion card testers, impact and opacity testers;
smartcard analyzers; magstripe test cards; secondary reference cards and magnetic developers. Q-Card also
operates a third-party independent lab testing EMV chip and contactless cards, tags, fobs and wearables,
NFC for mobile, physical card and terminal testing as well as providing product development, training and
consulting. Visit us online at www.q-card.com.

Rowland Technologies, an ORAFOL Company, is a specialty film extruder located in Wallingford, CT USA.
Rowland’s film products include but are not limited to RowTec SC Polycarbonate Film for secure card
applications along with PETG films and other film products. www.rowtec.com

RSID SOLUTIONS, is a leading global supplier of card/RFID manufacture & personalization solutions.
We provide turnkey solutions for smart card and RFID product manufacturing, personalization and testing.
Equipment & Service: Card Manufacturing: Card Laminator, Card Punching Machine, Hologram Hot-stamping
Machine, Auto Collation Machine, etc.; Vision Inspection: 26K UPH for card, also inspection module for
Hologram/S.P., Chip Implanting, Variable Data, etc.; Card Testing: LF/HF/UHF Performance Testing Machine for
frequency, q-value, etc.; Card Counting: Portable Card Counter/Desktop Card Counter (Including Transparent
card, Colorful edge card, Black card, etc.). Welcome to contact us: Inquiry@rsid-solutions.com.
www.rsid-solutions.com

At Superior Tape & Label, we are fueled by a passion to provide the best products and unsurpassed customer
service. At Superior Tape & Label, we are not just innovators in adhesives. We are pioneers in service,
collaborating with our customers to meet their needs, exceed their expectations and ensure their success.
As one of the most experienced manufacturers in the world, we are honored to work with some of the most
sought-after brands on the planet to develop products and processes that serve the next generation of
labeled goods. Discover why we are one of the most innovative vendors of functional and security labels in
the market. Put our innovation and service to work for you. www.superlabel.com

Switzer is a premier supplier of metal cards and metal card cores. Utilizing a unique metal etching process,
Switzer’s metal cards can exhibit premium branding and design elements. www.switzermfg.com

UBIVELOX is a global company with a wide portfolio of technological secure solutions for Banking,
Telecommunication (USIM), Transportation, National ID, Smart University and Internet of Things (IoT).
UBIVELOX annually ships over 80 million banking products and licenses Operating System worldwide.
Our banking products are based on various Operating system and platforms such as Java, MULTOS, Native,
supporting global payment applets such as VISA, Mastercard, JCB, Interac, UICS and Discover and still include
further functionalities within the areas of loyalty or ticketing. As a South Korean market
leader, UBIVELOX works closely with global certified partners. Offering fully customizable payment cards
built in accordance with the clients specifications with advanced value added services. Contact EMV Card,
Contactless EMV Card, Dual-Interface EMV Card. www.ubivelox.com

SDI China is a manufacturer of PVC/PET/PETG/PVC-ABS core and coated overlay for card production, especially for HP Indigo,Konica Minolta,MGI,Xerox. SDI China provides PVC inlays as well. http://760micron.com
VFP Ink Technologies is a leading player in the European market with a worldwide distribution, we cover an
extensive range of applications and materials for industries such as laminated PVC cards, printed electronics,
packaging, printing of labels, etc. VFP provides superior products to meet customers’ requirements worldwide
and strive to support them on various applications. www.vfp-ink-technologies.com
Founded in 1927, SICPA is a global leader in authentication, identification and secure traceability solutions
and services. With billions of products secured every year, SICPA partners with industries, security printers,
governments and financial institutions on matters related to security. Swing by our booth to learn more.
www.sicpa.com

Smart. is a consortium of experts in the Smart Card and associated industries. Possessing expertise across
manufacturing, personalisation, operations and the wider business environment through combined experience
of approximately 100 years. Achievements include the sourcing, design and establishment of so called ‘Super
Sites’, with capacities exceeding 1 Billion units per year, to global networks for Card Personalisation. Smart.
brings significant experience in: Operational Management; Equipment Management; Logistics and Supply
Chain; Sales and Business Development and Physical and Logical Security. Having worked on projects large
and small all over the world, engaging with local resource to advise on, specify and execute projects in a
highly professional and effective manner. choose-smart.com

VTT Germany is the world leading manufacturer of lamination plates for the production of governmental
security documents such as e.g. passport datapages, ID-cards, driving licenses with more than 20 years of
experience. Securely engraved surfaces with raised/ inlaying security features (MLI-/CLI-lenses, guilloche
patterns, VTT FlyEye, move ID & holo PHOTIC) make documents fraud resistant. Different security features can
be combined making VTT’s product highly modular and individually designed to cater each projects needs.
With a global presence VTT actively supports clients in the development of new products, efficient production
processes and highest quality cards that meet any defined standard. www.vtt.de

Shenzhen XCC RFID Technology Co.,Ltd. is one of the largest manufacturers of RFID hardware in Guangdong
Province. It was established in 2007 as a high tech company, and with currently more than ten years of hi-tech
mass production experience in designing and producing tens of millions of RFID Prelam, RFID cards, and RFID
tags for the domestic and global market each year. It is also one of the most important IC distributors of GT
(ISSI in China) in Southern China. Our manufacturing facility currently has a production area of over 10,000
square meters with over 300 experienced and professional employees. www.xccrfid.com

SPS, is a subsidiary of IN Groupe and specializes in contactless and dual interface smart cards, and
high-quality inlays for e-Passports. The company is positioned on markets for electronic ID and banking
cards. Its market is based on an unrivalled proprietary patented technology, providing for governments,
national printing houses and smart card manufacturers. www.s-p-s.com

Sun Chemical and its parent company, DIC, can provide a complete solution for credit card and laminated
plastic card printing. Highlights will include its full range solutions for credit and laminated cards, including
its screen and offset inks, pre-laid overlays, pre-patched holograms, magnetic tapes, engraved lamination
plates, security applications and electronic materials. www.sunchemical.com
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Saddlebrook, a Resort and Conference Center
A legendary Tampa Bay resort, the award-winning Saddlebrook
Resort has made a name for itself as an unforgettable meeting and
vacation destination, as well as one of the nation’s preeminent training
facilities for athletes. Resting on 480 acres of rolling terrain surrounded
by lagoons and cypress trees, Saddlebrook was purposely planned
as a car-free walking village, ensuring guests can easily walk throughout the entire resort.
The resort’s 540 suites with a total of 800 bedrooms showcase an
inviting rich tropical design and are clustered around nine serene
courtyards complete with gardens, stone benches, stone paver walkways, and native lush Florida landscaping. Saddlebrook also offers
exceptional restaurants and lounges, ranging from the prime steaks
and famous table-side Caesar salad at Dempsey’s Steak House to
the lively atmosphere at T.D.’s Sports Bar and The Poolside Cafe.

ace news

Meet the Global Card Industry’s New ACEs
Jennifer Kohlhepp – Managing Editor, ICMA
ICMA is excited to announce that one Valid employee recently earned an Advanced Card Education-Manufacturing (ACE-M)
designation and two Capital One employees received Advanced Card Education-Personalization (ACE-P) designations.
ICMA offers three types of ACE designations—ACE-M, ACE-P and ACE-Advanced Technologies (ACE-A). Each designation
can be achieved through a separate exam and does not require any of the other designations as a precedent.
Through hard work and dedication, the individuals listed below successfully passed their ACE exams. Congratulations to the
new ACE designees!

ACE-M

ACE-P

Vijay Archary,
Valid

Matthew Weyer,
Capital One

Brian Dotson,
Capital One

Professionals who work for an ICMA member company and have at least two years of industry experience can
demonstrate their expertise through the ACE program.
ICMA provides ACE training seminars and testing at its various events, as well as on-site for member companies
that desire a more tailored approach. Member companies with 10 or more employees seeking ACE designations
can schedule group exams. David Tushie, ICMA’s standards and technical representative, will travel to any
facility to provide a private ACE training and exam session. Companies that choose this option save travel
time and expenses.
For more information about the ACE program, visit ICMA.com, email info@icma.com or call ICMA
headquarters at 609-799-4900.
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association news

TELL YOUR FRIENDS ABOUT OUR NEW EXPERIENCE ICMA VIDEO SERIES
Do you know a company that would benefit from joining ICMA? Now it’s easier than ever to provide your friends at that
company with the answers to the questions they may have about ICMA membership.
ICMA recently launched Experience ICMA, a video series centered around the benefits of becoming an ICMA member.
The videos can be found on ICMA’s social media channels—on Twitter @ICMATweets, on Facebook @ICMAGlobal and on
LinkedIn @International Card Manufacturers Association—and on YouTube by searching Experience ICMA.
Each video in the series highlights an ICMA member benefit such as networking and exhibiting at our EXPO or CardTREX
events, utilizing our CITE and ACE training programs, having free access to our industry stats and trends reports and webcast
series and receiving Card Manufacturing magazine and e-publications among the many others.
Let’s grow our association together! We encourage you to
share the Experience ICMA videos via your social media
channels, emails and e-newsletters with prospective
ICMA members today!
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We’d love to hear from you!
Card Manufacturing contains feature articles, listings, events, company news, industry announcements, association
updates and other information that will influence and grow your business. Card Manufacturing also includes
messages from key industry executives as well as news and tips from the heart of the association—YOU.
• Interested in submitting a bylined feature
for an upcoming issue?

• Do you have company information or
accomplishments you want to share?

Please forward all news submissions, including press releases announcing new products or services, new
hires, promotions, major contracts and acquisitions, milestones, community activities, case studies and any other
industry news to Headquarters at info@icma.com.

DO YOU READ THE BLOG AT ICMA.COM?
ICMA posts blogs to ICMA.com twice per month. Most of
the blogs rely on interviews with ICMA members who
demonstrate their thought leadership on topics of interest
to the global card industry. There are also posts about
how to best leverage your ICMA member benefits.
Some of the latest blog topics include:
• Card Industry Responds to ‘Go Green’ Demand
• Card Industry Leads with Environmentally
Conscious Initiatives
• ‘Smart’ Technology Enhances Access Control
• Innovative Card Packaging Designs Create
‘Instagrammable’ Moments
Have a topic you would like to see covered? Email
jkohlhepp@icma.com with your ideas. And be sure
to visit ICMA.com to read what you’ve been missing.

ICMA.com
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Megan Anthony Bogard – Design Manager, CPI Card Group

THE ROAD TO
CONTACTLESS
MAPPING THE JOURNEY FROM CHARGE PLATES TO PAYMENT OBJECTS—A MARKET READY FOR CHANGE
Years in the making, the U.S. card market is ﬁnally
ready for contactless payments
Although late to the game and despite some formidable
challenges, the U.S. payment ecosystem, including
issuers, processors and merchants, is preparing to
support contactless as a dominant payment methodology. Retailer readiness is a key component in the
move towards a new way to pay. Fortunately, according to A.T. Kearney, 70% of U.S. retailers already have
point-of-sale (POS) terminals capable of accepting
contactless payments, and more than 95% of new

quickly from IBM ®’s development of the magnetic
stripe in 1960. This innovation paved the road for the
introduction of EMV chip-and-pin in Europe in 1994,
and more recently, EMV chip technology in the United
States with the payment brands’ counterfeit fraud
liability shift in 2015. The past decade spearheaded a
revolution in payment methods and form factors,
from digital wallets like Apple Pay ®, Samsung Pay
and Google Pay™, to contactless wearables and payment objects.

According to Visa, 78 of its top 100 merchants by

The U.S. shifts into second gear—frictionless
payments

transaction volume already offer tap to pay.2 In this

Outside the United States, more than 40% of in-store

CPI Card Group® (CPI) white paper, we will navigate

Visa transactions occur with a tap,3 with Europe and

this changing landscape; looking at where we’ve

Canada leading the way. For instance, contactless

been and where we are going next. We’ll discuss

payments were introduced in the United Kingdom in

what is driving the contactless revolution, the

2007. That head start has driven public acceptance,

opportunities for consumers, issuers and merchants

and as of June 2017, a record 34% of UK card payments

and considerations and key steps to implementing

were conducted via contactless.4 Two-thirds of Britons

dual interface cards (EMV® contact and contactless),

have used a contactless card to make at least one

an important transitional step on the road to

payment.5 Younger generations eagerly embrace the

contactless.

contactless revolution; 76% of UK millennials made

Card-based payment methods: where we’ve been

a purchase with their contactless card in 2017, up 11

POS terminals shipped are contactless-enabled. 1

Card-based payment methods have evolved signifi-
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in the late 20th century. Technology progressed

percentage points from 2016.6

cantly over time—from the introduction of metal

Other countries are seeing similar results. In Canada,

charge plates in the 19th century, to the development

nearly 70% of transactions under $50 occur with a

of paper charge cards and, eventually, plastic credit

tap. 7 Four out of five merchant terminals in Costa

cards in the mid-20th century and plastic debit cards

Rica are contactless-enabled.8 The United States has
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trailed in the contactless payment trend, with an estimated

3. Mass-transit presents a massive opportunity:

3% of cards having contactless capabilities, compared with

Transport for London revolutionized the public transporta-

64% in the UK and 96% in South Korea.9 However, U.S. issu-

tion payment ecosystem when it introduced a system-wide

ers are catching on, and Visa expects more than 100 million

contactless platform in December 2012. As of April 2018,

Visa contactless cards to be issued in the United States by

the system facilitates approximately 17 million journeys

Many merchants are poised to accept

a week across London. Roughly half of all Tube and rail

contactless payments as well, having converted to EMV-en-

pay-as-you-go journeys, and around 45% of all tram and

abled POS terminals, which are set up to accept contactless

bus pay-as-you-go journeys, are made using contactless

payments using the RF field generated by the terminal.

payment cards or mobile devices.16 In the United States,

What is driving the contactless revolution?

the Chicago Transit Authority introduced its own Ventra®

Several major trends are driving the adoption of contactless

modates multiple payment options, including a proprietary

the end of 2019.

10

payments:

contactless payment system in 2013. The system accomcontactless card, paper contactless-enabled one-time use

1. Changing consumer behaviors: The ubiquity of the

tickets, and a mobile app.17 The CTA serves 1.6 million rides

“on the go” lifestyle, particularly among younger consumers,

on an average weekday.18

is changing how people prefer to pay. CPI Card Group finds

Contactless payments offer cardholders, issuers and
merchants a range of beneﬁts

that 21% of millennials prefer to use a mobile app like
Venmo®, Zelle® or Apple Pay over other forms of payment.11
Companies are accommodating this generation’s preferences
by offering ticketless concerts and events, enabling greater
speed and convenience. Attendees don’t need to carry
wallets or separate forms of payment beyond a preloaded
wristband. Juniper predicts one in four tickets issued will be
contactless by 2023.12 Tapping is appealing across all generations. CPI found that 72% of respondents liked the idea
of tapping their cards, and 65% liked the idea of tapping
an “object” to pay.

13

2. Fast casual restaurants embrace mobile apps:
The fast-casual restaurant sector is one area driving the
mobile and contactless payment revolution, primarily as a
way to speed up the payment process and increase table
turnover rates. Tap-and-go was thought to have limited
application at sit-down service restaurants, as customers
resist handing their smartphones to their server. Fast-casual
chains like Applebee’s® and Buffalo Wild Wings® have seen
success with tableside contactless payment terminals.
Fast-casual chain Applebee’s installed contactless payment
tablets at every table in late 2013, and other restaurants
quickly followed suit.14 According to research by Maru/Blue

Contactless transactions are fast: Merchants and
issuers benefit from faster transaction speed during peak
periods, resulting in higher transaction volumes. EMV
contact transactions can take up to 30 seconds, whereas a
contactless card transaction can be completed in just 13 to
15 seconds.19 Customers who would otherwise rummage
through their wallet for exact change can wave their dual
interface card, payment object or mobile device over a
reader, and be on their way. Merchants also benefit from
incremental spend, as their customers are not limited to
cash on hand. The enhanced convenience factor of contactless cards has proven to be effective in converting cash to
card-based payments.20
Cardholders are eager to try new formats: Today’s
cardholders are curious about trying new contactless payment methods and form factors. For instance, according
to a CPI research study, cardholders are very interested in
using payment object technology at music or sports venues:
81% like the idea of using a band or fob to house their tickets,
and 81% also like the idea of using such objects to make
onsite purchases at the venue.21

on behalf of TouchBistro®, 18% of full-service restaurants

Rise to top-of-wallet status: The greater convenience

accept all three major digital wallets (Apple Pay, Samsung

of contactless cards and payments benefits issuers through

Pay and Google Pay).15

increased cardholder loyalty, lower attrition rates and
continued on page 28
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The Road to Contactless, continued from page 27

enhanced top-of-wallet status.22 Top of wallet status, higher

into contactless payment devices. The versatility allows is-

transaction volumes and average spend help to minimize

suers to offer open- or closed-loop payment capability in a

opportunity costs associated with customer attrition and

variety of form factors, including wristbands, key fobs, drink

lost wallet share.23

containers, hats and more.

Considerations for a contactless program

With the benefits of speed and convenience, contactless offers

The time has come for issuers to consider offering contactless to their existing cardholder base.
First, U.S. merchant terminals aren’t yet fully upgraded
to accept contactless transactions. Although 60-70% are
already equipped with near field communication capabilities,
in many cases the functionality has not been activated.
U.S. issuers and processors must work together to offer
contactless options to their cardholders. The first mile is the
most critical to ensuring the success of a new contactless
program. Issuers should establish clear goals and parameters, and then vet their processing partners to determine
their preparedness. CPI recommends that issuers ask their
processor a few questions before getting started, such as
which brands and card types will be supported, and their
ability to support dual interface, the latest cryptograms and
magnetic stripe.
Once the issuer is comfortable with its processor’s capabilities, the project can begin. But it’s important to follow
a project checklist to ensure all critical steps are followed,
including the proper and correct use of profiles, RSA
certificates, letters of delegation and verification. Once the
program formalities have been settled, test keys can be
provided for the new cards with EMV chip and antenna, and
production keys obtained. Implementing a contactless card
program is complex and requires a significant amount of
coordination between the issuing financial institution and
its processing partner.

Conclusions
The road to contactless payments has been long, but consumer expectations and innovative technology make this
one of the most exciting options available to cardholders,
merchants and issuers today. A convenient option issuers
can introduce to cardholders is dual interface cards, combining EMV chip and contactless antenna for insert and tap
or wave capability within a single card.
Dual interface cards for credit and debit programs can have
applications to control automatic fare collection and access,
as well as applications to track loyalty and gaming points
for lottery applications.
Payment object technology allows issuers to turn objects
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a “must have” value proposition to consumers and issuers.
The contactless trend is here and it’s a prime time for issuers
to support the transition by offering dual interface cards.

About the Author: CPI Card Group® is a payment technology
and leading provider of credit, debit and prepaid solutions
delivered physically, digitally and on-demand. CPI helps
customers foster connections and build their brands through
innovative and reliable solutions, including financial payment
cards, personalization and fulfillment and Software-as-aService instant issuance. CPI has more than 20 years of
experience in the payments market and is a trusted partner to
financial institutions and payments service providers. Serving
customers from locations throughout the United States, CPI
has a large network of high security facilities, each of which is
registered as PCI compliant by one or more of the payment
brands: Visa, Mastercard®, American Express and Discover®.
Learn more at cpicardgroup.com.
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ABCorp Launches Dynamic CVV Technology
American Banknote Corporation
(ABCorp) launched a battery-free dynamic
security code payment card that utilizes
Ellipse Verification Code™ (EVC) technology. EMV proved very effective at reduc®

ing card-present (CP) transaction fraud by
preventing card counterfeiting whereas
EVC combats fraud in card-not-present
(CnP) transactions by replacing the static
three or four-digit security code printed

A recent CompoSecure survey conducted
by Edgar, Dunn & Company showed that
the market for metal cards is poised for
tremendous growth. Globally, the majority (65%) of those surveyed would prefer
metal or metal hybrid cards over plastic,
all other things being equal. Half of consumers surveyed (50%) took their desire
for metal cards further by indicating that
they would leave their bank for another
that offered a metal payment card.

Fingerprint Cards Collaborates with Valid
Fingerprint Cards AB (Fingerprints) and
Valid are collaborating to bring contactless biometric payment cards to the
market. The card features Fingerprints’
T-Shape™ module, which is part of the
1300-series. It has ultra-low power consumption and is tailored to be integrated
in smartcards using standard processes.
For more information, visit fingerprints.com
or valid.com.

on a payment card with a dynamic security

Consumer interest, coupled with the growth

code displayed on a small screen. The

and rapid adoption of contactless payment

complementary combination of EMV and

cards, points to tremendous potential for

EVC follows the logical evolution of pay-

2020 to be one of the biggest years for the

ment smartcards that provides a complete

growth of metal cards.

solution against both CP and CnP fraud.

For more information, visit

announced a strategic partnership

For more information, visit abcorp.com.

composecure.com.

to provide a portfolio of metal payment

G+D Mobile Security and HIT Form
Global Partnership
G+D Mobile Security and HIT have

cards available worldwide that meet the
highest demands of consumers in design,

AUSTRIACARD and TAG Systems Join Forces

Discover to Start Phased Contactless Launch

AUSTRIACARD GmbH and TAG Systems

Discover started issuing contactless cards.

have completed a merger/acquisition

The cards began rolling out in December

scheme in which AUSTRIACARD Holdings

to Discover cardmembers who needed

controls 73.4% of the shares of the com-

cards reissued or replaced, as well as

bined entity and thus the leadership of the

new members.

new group, while TAG Systems manage-

Users can tap their cards at card readers

patented technology and global manufac-

instead of having to swipe or insert them.

turing excellence to produce metal cards

Earlier this year, Discover announced it

from HIT’s manufacturing facility in Ohio.

ment stays invested and continues in their
leading positions ensuring continuity for
TAG’s business partners and potential for
enhanced services and support, under the
umbrella of AUSTRIACARD.
The new entity has a strong European
operational footprint with three production
facilities and eight personalization centers
and two more personalization centers in
America and South America, enabling it
to serve its customers, wherever they may
be, even better.
For more information, visit austriacard.com
or tagsystems.net.

was going to make all deposit accounts
fee-free. The company eliminated fees for
insufficient funds and excessive withdraw-

appearance and functionality.
Incorporating G+D Mobile Security’s
EMV contactless chip technology along
with their personalization and fulfilment
centers around the world, the G+D Mobile
Security and HIT partnership will combine

With these cards, financial institutions can
offer affluent and high net-worth customers
an exclusive “top-of-wallet” payment

als. Penalty fees were also removed for

experience.

falling below minimum balances and

The portfolio includes cards with different

making stop-payment requests. Discover

weights and a full range of design options,

banking customers also have access to

such as standard front and back offset

60,000 fee-free ATMs across the country.

printing, mechanical engraving, colored

The elimination of fees also extends

powder coating and 3D effects. Always

to charges for monthly maintenance,
checkbook orders or replacement debit
cards. In recounting benefits still offered
to consumers, Discover pointed to

revealing a stainless steel edge, the metal
cards from HIT and G+D Mobile Security
are rigid and heavy, proven by a clear
sound of metal when dropped on a table.
The cards still enable contactless payment

CompoSecure Reports Strong Growth in 2019

Discover Cashback Debit, which offers

CompoSecure LLC reports strong growth

in debit card purchases each month.

experience at the point of sale.

For more information, visit

For more information, visit gi-de.com.

in 2019 due to increased global market
demand for metal cards and dual interface
(EMV chip & contactless) metal cards.
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customers 1% cash back on up to $3,000

discoverglobalnetwork.com.
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on both sides, providing a seamless user

HID Global Acquires De La Rue’s
Citizen Identity Business

teaming with existing card manufacturers

LCP9660 Laser Color Personalization

as well as component suppliers.

System combined with the recently

HID Global® completed the acquisition

IAC has the ability to ramp up its

of the international identity solutions

manufacturing capacity to more than

business of De La Rue, the world’s largest

1.5 million units, per production line, per

After the 600dpi dye-sublimation printing

commercial issuer of banknotes and

month. This production capacity provides

process with the MC660, the card will

passports. The De La Rue business will

a unique opportunity for conventional

pass to the in-line MC-LX module, a

be merged with HID’s citizen identity so-

card manufacturers.

compact desktop laser engraver based

lutions portfolio, broadening HID Global’s

For more information, visit iacards.com.

leadership position, extending its capabilities to scale and assemble government-is-

launched high resolution retransfer card
printer MC660.

on high-performance Master Oscillator
Power Amplifier technology.
The combination of high resolution, color

delivered to customers.

Mastercard Creates Global Alliance to
Upgrade Transit Systems

The addition of the De La Rue citizen ID

Mastercard created an alliance to

card reaches the highest levels in visual

business also extends HID’s capabilities

mobilize financing to help upgrade transit

security and anti-counterfeiting. In part,

to assemble secure ID documents from

systems around the world. As a part of

this is thanks to Matica Secure Protected

end to end in world-class facilities. It

the company’s City Possible initiative,

Image (MSPI) where the ID picture is laser

will create new opportunities to apply its

this global program unlocks capital

engraved in the inner layer of the card.

design excellence, data analysis services/

to introduce more efficient ways for

consultancy and proven software and

residents and visitors to access public

The MC-LX has a 10-watt fiber laser

systems–including civil registry and vital

transport through technologies such as

statistics–to HID’s citizen ID portfolio.

contactless payments. Launching this

sued citizen IDs, and expanding the value

For more information, visit hidglobal.com.

initiative first in North America, Mastercard will partner with Meridiam, a world
class global investor with deep experience

IDEMIA Presents Smart Metal Art
IDEMIA has broadened its existing

in developing, financing and managing
mobility infrastructure projects.

retransfer printing and laser engraved
information in the inner body of the

source. The module includes TRIPODE
(patent-pending), a new frictionless card
transportation system, providing precise
and scratch-free transport which further
allows other visual security elements to
be added to the card, such as Multiple
Laser Images (MLI) and Changeable Laser
Images (CLI) without needing to buy extra

offerings with Smart Metal Art, a new

By bringing together Meridiam’s experi-

hardware and it can be carried with the

metal payment card range fully suitable

ence in financing and developing public

card angled in any position. The integrat-

for contactless payments. Smart Metal

infrastructure projects with Mastercard’s

ed flip-over and vertical adjustment for

Art comes from the acquisition of X

global expertise in digital technology,

‘out-of-focus’ effects reduce the number

Core’s metal payment card business and

the alliance will be able to help transit

of hardware parts making the activation

associated patents. Smart Metal Art is

agencies implement smart payment

of options virtually installation-free.

designed for the dual interface mass

systems and lay the foundation for
mobility-as-a-service. Over the coming

The MC-LX can also be added to other

affluent market and is already certified
by Visa, Mastercard and Amex.

months, Mastercard and Meridiam will

For more information, visit idemia.com.

Mini Computer on a Card Introduced

identify key cities that are looking to
transform their urban mobility systems.

completed, InterActive Cards (IAC),

launched MC-L laminator module for enhanced security and durability. The MC-L
lamination module is offered as an option

For more information, visit

for the LCP9660.

mastercard.com.

For more information, visit

With more than 10 years of mostly underthe-radar research and development

MC Series modules, such as the recently

maticacorp.com.

Matica Launches LCP9660 Laser Color
Personalization System

card into an actual consumer electronic

Matica Technologies AG has now made

ROC Chooses Mühlbauer for Electronic
Tax ID Card

device. To do this, IAC’s objective is to not

the third generation of desktop laser, the
MC-LX, available to the market, launching

Based upon the Congolese National ID

only bring interactive cards to the global
market, but to do so collaboratively by

the first solution with this module: the

formerly FiTeq, can turn any inanimate

Card and ePassport project, the Republic
continued on page 32
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of the Congo awarded Mühlbauer ID Ser-

For more information, visit muehlbauer.de.

vices GmbH to implement a state-of-theart biometric Tax ID Card. The solution is

SPS eBoost PAY ® inductive coupling
technology is easy to integrate for all
smart card manufacturers. As there is no

identification of all the country’s taxpayers

SPS Aligns with Marketing Needs of
Fintech, Traditional Payment Card Issuers

and the lifecycle of all the data involved.

SPS proposes an extensive series of

and the large antenna etched inside the

In 10 enrollment offices across the coun-

physical features on cards that allow debit

card, cards are more durable and reliable.

and credit card issuers to bring differenti-

SPS eBoost PAY® micromodules for dual-

ation to their card portfolio. The flexibility

interface cards can be small (Dual6

brought by SPS e-Boost PAY® technology

micromodule) or large (Dual8 micromod-

allows card vendors to easily manufacture

ule) to adapt easily to the wide variety of

cards including technology components

artworks designed by financial institutions

taxpayer ID will be generated. During

such as:

marketing teams. Moreover, SPS eBoost

every registration request, the applicant’s

• Metallic or non-metallic foil, allowing a

designed to reliably support registration,

try, private individuals and legal entities
can get enrolled for the Tax ID Card via a
dedicated, web-based enrolment system.
Enrolled applications will be forwarded
to the main data center, where a unique

demographical and biometric data are

wide variety of text and designs in metal-

used to secure the identification process

lic inks to satisfy specific client segments

and guarantee the uniqueness of the tax
ID. A sophisticated combination of the
software components MB SDM and MB
ABIS reliably supports the detection of
multiple registration attempts and other
inconsistencies or cases of fraud.
In two personalization sites in the capital
Brazzaville and in Pointe-Noire, four
personalization machines with laserengraving and high-secure chip-encoding
technologies are set up. As output from
the highly secure biometric tax card
issuance system, the applicant receives—

• Colored core cards, a means of differen-

digitally stored data. Without further
support of the tax card issuance system,
government officials can reliably verify the
taxpayer’s identity and status. Furthermore,
by means of a third-party interface, the
biometric Tax ID Card issuance system
offers standardized interfaces for data
exchange with external systems such
as customs or banks. These interfaces
will considerably simplify the country’s
bureaucratic structures.
The solution will be put in full operation
at the beginning of 2020.
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card environment.
For more information, visit s-p-s.com.

Visa Tap to Phone Expands POS Acceptance
The mobile point of sale (mPOS) landscape

windows that allow cardholders to see
through the card

got more interesting in January when
Samsung unveiled its Galaxy XCover Pro,

• Non-standard card formats, which make
issuers stand out of the pack
• Heavy cards that give a feeling of status
to their cardholders
• Metal cards that bring even more status
as they combine their weight with a
they are dropped

on verification devices to visualize the

systems commonly used in the payment

• Transparent cards and transparent

with the unique tax ID via email or SMS.

The biometric Tax ID Cards will be used

PAY® supports all chips and all operating

the color is visible on the card edge

metallic aspect and a metal noise when

ID Card is handed over to the applicant.

antenna embedded in the micromodule

tiation between different card series as

within 48 hours—an electronic document
In the second step, the personalized Tax

physical connection between the small

• C ustomized Antenna Image, allowing
to integrate a specific antenna that
includes the financial institution logo or
any other pattern

an enterprise-grade smartphone that
comes pre-installed with Visa’s Tap to
Phone app. Tap to Phone enables sellers
with Android phones to accept contactless
payments without the need for additional
devices or peripherals.
Tap to Phone leverages EMV’s underlying
capabilities, the growing base of contactless cards in consumers’ wallets and the
partnership with Samsung to allow sellers
to tap into new retail sales opportunities,
simply by downloading an app onto a
mobile device they already use.

• Customized Module Image, allowing to
engrave any pattern on the surface of the
micromodule, showing the bank logo or
any other specific symbol specific to the
card series micro-segmented target

Tap to Phone isn’t a new initiative, but
one that has been implemented across 16
live pilots in nine countries with strong
contactless penetration. The partnership
with Samsung is the first time the Tap to

With SPS eBoost PAY technology, all these

Phone software has been integrated into a

features are easy to integrate for card

device. Beyond retail, Tap to Phone is also

manufacturers, leading card issuers, Fin-

intended for use cases in sectors undergo-

tech and traditional financial institutions

ing their own transformations, such as

alike, to combine them freely in order to

healthcare, an on-ramp that the integra-

fine-tune their card offer and reflect the

tion with the Galaxy XCover Pro will

micro segmentation defined by their

likely provide.

marketing teams.

For more information, visit visa.com.
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members on the move

Payment Card Industry Veteran Joins
CompoSecure as COO
CompoSecure LLC
recently appointed Greg
Maes to chief operating

strengthen our international expansion.

for ABCorp, where he led the EMV and

He is also committed to our company

dual interface readiness efforts, as well

culture of inclusive teamwork, while en-

as leading group initiatives such as ERP

suring that we achieve and surpass sales,

or operational efficiencies across the

profitability and operational goals.”

organization. He also held operational

officer to further support

Reporting directly to the CEO, Maes will

the company’s long-

be responsible for providing day-to-day

term growth strategy.

leadership and management of all

Maes brings 25 years of experience

company manufacturing, operations,

with some of the largest global card

engineering, quality and maintenance.

manufacturers.

Maes will partner with the CompoSecure

“Our business has substantially increased
in volume and complexity, and Greg
enhances our already strong management
structure for the challenges ahead,” said

Senior Leadership Team in setting
and driving the organizational vision,
operational strategy and hiring needs
for the company.

Jon Wilk, CEO of CompoSecure. “Greg has

Maes has held management and leader-

spent half of his career outside the United

ship positions in the card industry for

States and built a strong network of

more than 25 years. Most recently, he

customers and partners, which will

was the global chief operating officer

positions for IDEMIA in Asia Pacific (Hong
Kong) and Gemplus (Gemalto, now part
of Thales) in Singapore and China. Maes
was involved in smart card deployment
(SIM cards, EMV, dual interface or government ID cards) in factories, technology
transfers between sites and set up of new
factories and personalization centers.
Maes has a chemistry and physics degree
from the Graduate School of Chemistry
and Physics of Bordeaux, France.
For more information, visit
composecure.com.
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Report: Retailers Push Back Against ‘Elite’
Credit Cards
Bloomberg has published an interesting
look at how retailers are partially footing
the bill for lucrative rewards cards like
Apple Card. Specifically, Apple Card is
designated as an “elite” card, which

While some merchants settled the case in

The Web Card can be topped up or re-

a record settlement announced last year—

loaded up to Rs.300,000 and enables the

Visa and Mastercard admitted no wrong-

cardholders to control and monitor their

doing—a separate class of retailers are

online spending in a planned manner.

still fighting for changes to the networks’

Online transactions performed using this

rules, including those that require stores

card are also supported with additional

to honor all of a brand’s credit cards.

authentication where the cardholder needs
to enter a one-time password to authorize

means retailers have to pay higher interchange fees when someone uses it.
If a customer uses a traditional Visa card,

ComBank Launches Pre-Paid Cards with
Online Top-Up Facility

the merchant would owe the issuing bank

Commercial Bank of Ceylon has launched

$1.27 in swipe fees. If the cardholder carries plastic branded with Visa Signature,
the fee would rise to $1.75. That fee is
then divvied up among the network, the
payment processor, and the issuing bank.
Card networks, like Mastercard, are able
to negotiate these deals with retailers by
citing data that shows “elite” cardholders
also have more buying power than other
consumers. The idea is that the additional

pre-paid cards that can be topped up with
funds online and can be used for different
or specific purposes while allowing its
users to better manage spending and
enjoy minimal exposure to risk.
Among the cards introduced to the market

the transaction. In order for this additional
authentication to work, the merchant
should support the 3D Secure protocol.
If customers want to withdraw the money
reloaded to their cards, they can do so by
visiting any ATM connected to the Visa
network and using the given PIN numbers.
Customers can monitor their transactions
by logging in to the web portal hosted on
the bank’s website.

are a multi-purpose Spend Card that can
be used by individuals to provide money
for spending to family members and a

RBS Trials Biometric Payment Fob

pre-paid Web Card for online transactions.

The biometric payment fob works in the

A pre-paid Spend Card can be obtained

same way a contactless bank card does,

from any Commercial Bank branch or

allowing customers to complete transac-

Retailers can’t pick and choose the cards

service point by depositing Rs.1,000 to a

tions without the need for a card or mobile

they select, Bloomberg explains. If a

pre-paid account.

phone. Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS)

retailer wants to accept any Mastercard

Available to residents of Sri Lanka, the

spending can offset the higher transaction
fees for retailers.

credit cards, they have to accept all of
them—including “elite” cards. The grow-

card can be used for point-of-sale pur-

customers will help with the trials of these
new fobs over the next three months.

chases locally and overseas, for online

The key fob designed by RBS is designed

purchases and for cash withdrawals. This

to fit neatly on to a key chain and is

card has Near Field Communication (NFC)-

roughly the size of an ordinary keyring

enabled Tap & Go technology and has the

or car fob. Users place their finger on the

According to data from the Nilson Report,

full functionality of a normal NFC debit

small fingerprint reader and a light indi-

merchants in the United States saw the

card. It eliminates the need to carry large

cates a successful biometric match so the

“costs tied to accepting electronic pay-

amounts of cash by the individual and

transaction can go through.

ments” increase to $108 billion in 2018.

allows secure and instant transactions.

Retailers are blaming this, in part, on

Meanwhile, the “Prepaid Web Card”

work with the existing contactless termi-

ing prevalence of so-called “elite” cards
has become a point of contention for
many retailers.

those elite cards.

The technology has been designed to

launched by Commercial Bank is designed

nals found across the UK, but it will allow

These premium cards have become a

for customers who carry out regular online

transactions of up to £100 rather than the

flashpoint in negotiations between the

transactions and prefer to maintain a

existing £30 limit found on contactless

country’s largest retailers and the Visa

separate card for ease of monitoring

bank cards.

and Mastercard networks. Large mer-

their transactions. This card can also be

chants and Visa and Mastercard are still

obtained at any branch of the bank by

embroiled in negotiations over litigation

submitting the necessary information for

that started in 2005, when retailers sued

registration and making an initial deposit

the networks, saying they violated

of Rs.1,000.

antitrust laws by inflating swipe fees.

RBS has said they will test the fobs with
a group of 250 customers in the months
ahead, although there’s no indication
when we could expect to see them on our
keyrings if the trials prove to be a success.
continued on page 36
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Debit Cards Most Popular Payment
Type in U.S.

1.6 and $241; prepaid cards, 1.1 and $48,

Cash payments declined 40% in volume

and money orders, 0.1 and $446.

over the last five years.

The growing popularity of debit cards and

Consumers made an average of 12 pay-

Contactless payments grew 30% year-

the displacement of cash by card and

ments per month in cash in 2017, and

over-year from 2017-2018 with a total

electronic payment alternatives is nothing

the researchers say the decline of one

of 4.1 billion contactless payments (card

new, but a Federal Reserve banks’ report

transaction found in the 2018 survey is

and mobile) worth CA$129.9 billion at

shows debit cards for the first time have

statistically significant. Three payment

the point of sale (POS). Debit represents

surpassed cash as the most-used

types—debit cards, credit cards, and

almost 60 per cent of volume of these

payment type.

online-banking bill pay—showed statisti-

contactless payments - often viewed as

cally significant average increases over

a convenient substitute for cash. In fact,

the year, rising by 1.3, 1.6, and 0.6

debit card use overtook cash for the first

transactions, respectively.

time in recent years.

Reserve banks of Atlanta, Boston, Rich-

The researchers also said 24% of all

Mobile devices were used by nearly 35%

mond, Virginia and San Francisco. The

payments in 2018 were made using

of Canadians for contactless payments

research draws on a nationally represen-

electronic devices—computers, tablets

on a regular basis in 2018, representing

tative panel of consumers who record all

and mobile phones. Of those, one-

a slower uptake than contactless cards.

their purchase and bill-pay transactions

third—8% of all payments—were made

Concerns about security remain the key

and amounts over several days. The

using a mobile phone.

barrier of usage, with less than a third of

The findings come from the 2018 Diary
of Consumer Payment Choice, the fifth in
an annual survey overseen by the Federal

consumers expressing their belief that

year’s group included 2,873 participants
who recorded transactions for at least
four days in October.
“In October 2018, consumers made more
payments with debit cards than with any
other payment instrument (28% of payments),” the survey report says. “Cash,
in all prior diary years the most-used
payment instrument, followed with 26%
of payments. Together with credit cards

Canadians Rapidly Adopting New
Payments Channels
New technology and payments innovation
are transforming the way Canadian consumers and businesses make payments,
according to data from Payments Canada’s annual Canadian Payments Methods
and Trends Report.

(23%), these instruments accounted for

In pursuit of more convenient, faster and

slightly more than three-quarters of the

secure payment experiences, Canadians

number of payments.”

are rapidly adopting newer digital chan-

On average, U.S. adults made 43 payments
for the month (rounded, 34 purchases and
10 bill payments), up by two from 41 in
2017 but still lower than the 46 researchers

nels, such as contactless (tapping card or
mobile), e-commerce, mobile and online
transfers, in favor of more traditional
“paper and coin” payments.

found in their 2016 survey. While debit

The newly released 2019 report analyzed

cards led in usage last year, six of nine

the 21.1 billion payment transactions

payment types analyzed had higher

made in 2018, totaling more than CA$9.9

dollar values.

trillion in value. The study points to

Respondents made an average of 12.2 debit
card payments with an average value of

insights and trends that continue to
transform the payments landscape.

mobile payments are safe and secure.
Explosive growth of online transfers, with
a 52% year-over-year increase in volume
growth from 2017-2018.
Debit and credit cards continue to make
up the largest portion of total transaction
volume, while electronic funds transfers
(EFT) and cheque and paper transactions
dominate the transaction value. A record
three billion EFT transactions demonstrates the confidence businesses have in
digital—and the awareness of the value
modern payments can bring for
business improvements.
Credit card use accelerated dramatically
with a 52% increase in transaction volume
over the last five years from 2013-2018.
Canada currently ranks second with highest volume use of credit cards per capita
in the world after South Korea.
Credit cards are now on par with debit
cards as share of overall payments

$53. Next, in descending order of transac-

Overall average transaction size grew to

tions followed by average amount, were

CA$468 in 2018, up 22% over five years

cash, 11.2 and $21; credit cards, 10 and

from 2013.

$55; payments using bank-account num-

Electronic payments accounted for 73% of

card use is fueled by two core factors:

total payments volume (number of overall

credit card rewards and the expansion of

payment transactions), and 59% of total

e-commerce in Canada.

payments value (the combined monetary

Cheque and paper volume represent only

bers, 2.4 and $261; checks, 2.4 and $266;
online-banking bill payments, 2.3 and
$349; other (including PayPal, account-toaccount transfers, and mobile payments),
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value of total transactions).
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volumes, at 29% and 28% respectively in
2018. According to the research, continued
growth in Canada’s exceptional credit

3% of total payment volume in 2018, a

new members

29% decrease over the last five years;
however, they represent 39% of total

PRINCIPAL MEMBER

transaction value. 2018 also marked the

Tung Kong Inc.

near completion of migrating from paper

China

cheques to the use of electronic cheques,

Zhou Lifeng

with 70 per cent of cheques exchanged

tungkong.com

electronically as images.

Key-Hole Holograms Bring New
Visual Experience
IQ Structures, a Czech research and
production company, introduced a

Tung Kong Inc. was established in 1996 and is a comprehensive enterprise group
with a business scope that covers ticket and security printing, electronic invoices,
smart card manufacturing and services, smart label (RFID) converting and integration,
data processing and printing, color printing, label printing, internet lottery and
research and development.

new element of optical anti-counterfeit

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

protection. Key-hole hologram imitates

Ahlstrom-Munksjo

the visual experience of physical interstice, including all of its optical features.
Key-hole hologram thus enables to place
a hologram on space smaller than this
hologram. It is essential for creating
counterfeiting resistant narrow stripes
and threads. The user can see hologram
as “through the key-hole.”

France
Veronique van Zyl
ahlstrom-munksjo.com
Ahlstrom-Munksjö is a global leader in fiber-based materials, supplying innovative
and sustainable solutions to its customers. The company’s mission is to expand
the role of fiber-based solutions for sustainable everyday life.

Key-hole holograms are useful for ID

Precision Finishing Systems Inc.

cards if you understand how to integrate

United States

them into comprehensive protection. The
key-hole hologram is a specific diffraction
structure created with a combination

Mark Talley
precisionfsinc.com

of mastering tools, including e-beam

Precision Finishing Systems consults on the design, engineering and building of

and laser.

finishing solutions for the print industry. The company can integrate multiple

marketplace

systems to create the equipment configuration the customer needs.

BRANCH MEMBER
Plastic Resource Inc.
United States
Jason Christianson
plasticresource.com
Plastic Resource has more than 100 years of combined plastic
card printing experience—from custom plastic gift cards to loyalty
cards and key tags to combo cards. The company has technical
expertise in all aspects of printing including graphic design,
laminating, die cutting, data application and fulfillment.
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2020
March
Seamless Middle East
25-26 March, 2020

ICMA EXPO
March 29-April 1, 2020
Saddlebrook Resort
Tampa, Florida

April
Seamless Africa 2020
April 6-8, 2020
Dubai

June
Seamless Asia
24-25 June, 2020
Singapore
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ICMA: The Premier Card Manufacturing
& Personalization Organization
Access three decades of card industry data. Network with industry thought leaders and peers.
Make an impact around the globe.
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